
Computer Software for
Selection and Hydraulic Design of Weir Type Level Regulators

Introduction:

Presently used non-modular type pipe outlets are very sensitive to the variation in the

driving head available in the parent channel. This problem has been sorted out by the

introduction of modified double baffle self regulated outlets as suggested by MERI after

conducting model & prototype studies.

Important Features of Self Regulated Outlets are as given below.

1. Discharge capacity 1 lps per cm width of outlet (30 cms width of outlet for 30 lps

and discharge can be divided into compartments by separating piers. )

2. Minimum height of outlet sill above CBL is 7.5 cm with normal setting.

3. Minimum driving head over the crest to pass 30 lps discharge is 13.9 cm.

4. Maximum head over the sill for 10% variation in the discharge is 32 cm.

5. Allowable fluctuation in water level is 18.1 cm.

6. The outlet has a sliding gate having locking arrangement for both open and closed

condition, which has to be opened or closed fully.

7. Drowning head in the off taking channel i.e. field channel up to 8 cm. above the

sill of outlet is allowed for free flow condition.

Considering the above features of self regulated outlets and practical limitations of afflux

and submergence, which is likely due to construction of weir type level regulator a

procedure for the selection and hydraulic design of weir type level regulators has been

devised based on the literature available at present. Accordingly, computer software in

the form of a workbook in M.S. Excel is developed. This software would be useful in the

field for effecting the low cost canal automation by combining the specialties of self
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regulated outlets and appropriate selection of weir type level regulators. The types of

weirs are as shown below.

Cross Weir Diagonal Weir Duckbill Weir

Methodology
The selection and design procedure is based on the afflux consideration, allowable

fluctuations and discharge equation for weir type cross regulator with appropriate

selection of value of C in the equation depending on the shapes of crest i.e. rounded

upstream or unrounded and view in the plan i.e. cross weir, diagonal weir or duck-bill

weir.

From the afflux consideration the maximum depth upstream of weir for design discharge

is calculated. The weir height is calculated by deducting the allowable fluctuation in

water level for self-regulated outlet. With the weir height, base width and side slope the

length available at the crest of weir is calculated from the geometry of structure in end

view.

Discharge Equation for weir is as follows

Q= C.L. H3/2

Where, Q= Discharge in m3 /sec

L= Length of Weir in mts.

H= Head Over the crest of Weir in mts.

C= As per the Table given below.
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Table: Discharge Coefficient. C

Crest Shape Cross Weir Diagonal Weir Duckbill Weir

Unrounded 1.5 1.51 1.42

Rounded

Upstream

1.6 1.683 1.595

From the above discharge equation, the length required is calculated for the given design

discharge and the maximum head over the crest considered as 18 cms for SR outlet After

comparing the length available at the crest and the length required as per the discharge

equation with appropriate consideration of C value, a cross weir, Diagonal weir or

Duckbill weir is selected.

For free flow working of weir and accuracy of discharge over weir, the submergence

ratio is kept less than .5. The calculations for outlet sill level, distance of effect of back

water to the upstream side of outlet, affluxed depth at the next upstream outlet at a given

distance from the cross regulator and outlet sill level for that outlet are done.

How to use:
1. Load M.S. Excel

2. Open the workbook “Selection and Design of weir type Level Regulator. –blank

format”

3. Enter the following data in the Input sheet.

Name of Canal, Chainage, Design Discharge, Bed Width, Full Supply Depth, Side

Slope, Bed Gradient, Canal Bed Level, Free Board, Shape of crest, Distance of

upstream outlet from Cross Regulator, Allowable Fluctuation in FSD considered

as 18.1 cm, Allowable Afflux considered as 10 cm.
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4. After entering all the input data, a suggestion for providing a particular type of

level regulator viz. Cross weir, Diagonal or Duckbill weir is displayed for the

given combination of Design Discharge, Bed Width, Full Supply Depth, Side

Slope, Allowable Fluctuation in FSD, Allowable Afflux, crest shape for which a

popup menu is available.

5. Clicking the related button for the suggested weir, the details of design and

drawing are made available.

6. The design also gives sill level of outlet on upstream.

7. Illustrative example is enclosed herewith.
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